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DNA nanostructure devices

• Autonomous
– Executing steps with no exterior mediation

• Programmable
– The tasks executed can be modified without entirely redesigning 

the nanostructure



DNA nanostructure devices
● We discuss work in this area that makes use of synthetic 

DNA to self-assemble into DNA nanostructure devices.
●  We discuss various such programmable molecular-

scale devices that achieve:
– Computation,

– 2D patterning,

– Amplified sensing,

– Molecular/nanoscale transport



Basic questions

● DNA self-assembly processes can 
be made computational-based and 
programmable

● Key questions:
– What is the theoretical basis for these 

devices?

– How will such devices be designed and 
implemented?

– How can we simulate them prior to 
manufacture?

– How can we optimize their performance?

– How will such devices be manufactured?

– How much do the devices cost?

– How scalable is the device design?

– How scalable is the device design?

– How will efficient I/O be accomplished?

– How will they be programmed?

– What efficient algorithms can be programmed?

– What efficient algorithms can be programmed?

– What will be their applications? What can they 
control?

– How can we correct errors or repair them?



Why Bottom-Up Self-assembly?

● The macroelectronics industry is now reaching the 
physical limit of possible miniaturization

● New bottom-up methods are needed for self-
assembling complex, aperiodic structures for 
nanofabrication of molecular electronic circuits that are 
significantly smaller than conventional electronics



Why Use DNA for Assembly of Biomolecular Devices?

● DNA nanostructures are primarily made up of synthetic DNA
● A key principle in the study of DNA nanostructures is the use 

of self-assembly processes to actuate the molecular assembly
● DNA nanostructures have some unique advantages

– they are relatively easy to design,

– fairly predictable in their geometric structures,

– have been experimentally implemented in a growing number of labs around the 
world



Applications of DNA-based molecular-scale devices

● Molecular-scale devices using DNA nanostructures have the 
following capabilities:
– execution of molecular-scale computation,

– use as scaffolds or templates for the further assembly of other materials 
● such as scaffolds for various hybrid molecular electronic architectures 
● or perhaps high-efficiency solar cells

– robotic movement and molecular transport
● Artificial programmable versions of cellular transport mechanisms

–  exquisitely sensitive molecular detection and amplification of single molecular events

–  transduction of molecular sensing to provide drug delivery



Basic classes of molecular computation

● Distributed parallel molecular computations
– execute a computation for which they require multiple distinct molecules 

that interact to execute steps of each computation

● Local molecular computations
– execute computations within a single molecule, possibly in parallel with 

other molecular computing devices



Manipulation of DNA
● Techniques and enzymes to manipulate DNA 

nanostructures:
– Strand displacement:

● displacement of a DNA strand from a prior hybridization with another 
complementary strand

● key process in many of the DNA protocols for running DNA autonomous 
devices

– Restriction enzymes:
● cut strands of a DNA helix at locations determined by short specific DNA 

base sequences

– Ligase enzymes:
● heal nicks in a DNA helix

– Polymerase enzymes:
● extend the primer strand in the 50 to 30 direction by appending free DNA 

nucleotides complementary to the template’s nucleotides

–  Deoxyribozymes (DNAzymes):
● a class of nucleic acid molecules that possess enzymatic activity
● for example, cleave specific target nucleic acids



Advantages of DNA as material for building 
nanostructures

● From the perspective of 
design:
– The structure of most complex 

DNA nanostructures can be 
reduced to determining the 
structure of short segments of 
dsDNA

– The design of DNA nanostructures 
can be assisted by software. One 
needs to design a library of ssDNA 
strands with specific segments 
that hybridize to (and only to) 
specific complementary segments 
on other ssDNA

● From the perspective of 
experiments:
– The solid-phase chemical synthesis of custom 

ssDNA is now routine and inexpensive

– The assembly of DNA nanostructures is a very 
simple experimental process:

●  one simply combines the various component 
ssDNA into a single test tube with an appropriate 
buffer solution at an initial temperature above the 
melting temperature, and then slowly cools the 
test tube below the melting temperature

– The assembled DNA nanostructures can be 
characterized by a variety of techniques:

● Electrophoresis: provides information about the 
relative molecular mass of DNA molecules and 
their assembled structures

● Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
● Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 



DNA Nanostructures
● DNA nanostructure

– a multimolecular complex consisting of a number of 
ssDNA that have partially hybridized along their 
subsegments.

● Motifs in DNA nanostructures
– Stem-loop

● ssDNA loops back to hybridize on itself

– Sticky end
● unhybridized ssDNA protrudes from the end of a 

double helix

– Holliday junction
● two parallel DNA helices form a junction with one 

strand of each DNA helix (blue and red) crossing over 
to the other DNA helix



Computation By Self-assembly with tiles

● Prerequisits:
– formal model of 2D tiling (Wang in 1961)

– universal computation could be done via tiling assemblies (Berger in 
1966)

– Apply the concepts of computational tiling assemblies to DNA molecular 
constructs (Winfree et al 1998)

● use tiles composed of DNA to perform computations during their self-
assembly process



DNA Tiles and Lattices

● DNA tile:
– a DNA nanostructure that has a number of sticky ends on its sides (pads)

● DNA lattice:
– a DNA nanostructure composed of a group of DNA tiles assembled together via 

hybridization of their pads

– strands composing the DNA tiles are designed to have a melting temperature above those 
of the pads:

● first the DNA tiles are assembled
● as the solution is further cooled, the tiles bind together via hybridization of their pads



Types of DNA Tiles

DX tile

TX tile
Cross tile



AFM image of 2D DNA lattice of cross tiles



TileSoft: sequence optimization software for designing 
DNA secondary structures

Graphically interfaced 
sequence optimization system 
for designing DNA secondary 
structures. 

A more recent commercial 
product, NanoEngineer, with 
enhanced capabilities for DNA 
design and a more 
sophisticated graphic interface, 
was developed by Nanorex, 
Inc.



Assembling Patterned and Addressable 2D DNA Lattices

● Tiling computations can be used to form patterned 
nanostructures to which other materials can be 
selectively bound

● An addressable 2D DNA lattice is one that has a 
number of sites with distinct ssDNA

● A superstructure for selectively attaching other 
molecules at addressable locations



Attaching Materials to DNA

● Directly attachable materials:
– Complementary DNA/RNA,

– Proteins,

– Peptides

● Indirectly attachable materials:
– Metals, eg. Gold,  that bind to sulfur compounds,

– carbon nanotubes

● These attachment technologies provide for a molecular-scale method of 
attaching heterogeneous materials to DNA nanostructures
– it can potentially be used for attaching molecular electronic devices to a 2D or 3D DNA nanostructure.



Methods for Programmable Assembly of Patterned 2D 
DNA lattices
● Scaffold strand:

– a long ssDNA around which shorter ssDNA assemble to form structures larger than individual tiles

– scaffold strands were used to demonstrate programmable patterning  of 2D DNA lattices by 
propagating 1D information from the scaffold into a second dimension to create AFM observable 
patterns

– the scaffold strand weaves through the resulting DNA lattice to form the desired distinct sequence 
of 2D barcode patterns



Methods for Programmable Assembly of Patterned 2D 
DNA lattices

● Tile pads
– Example: Programmable assembly of Sierpinski triangle by use of 

computational assembly



Self-assembled binary 
counter using tilings



Methods for Programmable Assembly of Patterned 2D 
DNA lattices

● Hierarchical assembly
– Assemble DNA lattices in multiple stages

– Tiles are assembled prior to mixing with other preformed tiles

– Addressable, hierarchical assembly has been demonstrated for only 
modest size lattices to date, but has considerable potential particularly in 
conjunction with the above methods for patterned assembly.



Error Correction and Self-repair

● In self-assembled devices there can be significant 
levels of error:
– Errors in synthesis of the component DNA

– Errors in the basic molecular processes that assemble and modify DNA 
nanostructures



Error Correction and Self-repair

● Winfree’s Proofreading Scheme for 
Error-Resilient Tilings
– Replace each tile with a subarray of tiles that 

provide sufficient redundancy to quadratically 
reduce errors

– Increased the area of the assembly by a factor of 4

● Reif’s Compact Scheme for Error-
Resilient Tilings
– More compact method: 

● modifies the pads of each tile, so that essentially 
each tile executes both the original computation 
required at that location, as well as the computation 
of a particular neighbor, providing a quadratic 
reduction of errors without increasing the assembly 
size

● Activatable Tiles for Reducing 
Errors
– The uncontrolled assembly of tiling 

assemblies in reverse directions is potentially 
a major source of errors in computational tiling 
assemblies

– Activable tiles:
● controlled directional assembly of tiles
● activatable tiling systems make use of a DNA 

polymerase enzyme that allows the tiles to 
make a transition between active (allowing 
assembly) and inactive states

● A protection-deprotection process strictly 
enforces the direction of tiling assembly growth



Winfree’s proofreading scheme for error-resilient tilings



Three-Dimensional DNA Lattices

● It is much more challenging to 
assemble 3D DNA lattices of 
high regularity

● Multilayered nanoelectronics
– The density of conventional 

nanoelectronics is limited by lithographic 
techniques to only a small number of 
layers

– The assembly of even quite simple 3D 
nanoelectronic devices such as memory 
would provide much improvement in 
density

● Protein crystalization
– At least one half of all natural proteins cannot be 

readily crystallized

– determining these structures would have a major 
impact in the biological sciences

– Assume  a 3D DNA lattice can be assembled with 
sufficient regularity and with regular interstices

– A given protein might be captured within each of 
the lattice’s interstices, allowing it to be in a fixed 
orientation at each of its regularly spaced 
locations in 3D

– This would allow the protein to be arranged in 3D 
in a regular way to allow for X-ray crystallography 
studies of its structure



Scaffolding of 3D nanoelectronic architectures



Scaffolding of proteins into regular 3D arrays



The Detection Problem

● A fundamental task of many biochemical protocols is to sense 
a particular molecule and then amplify the response
– In particular, detect  a short subsequence of single-stranded DNA or RNA

– Given a sample containing a very small number of nucleic strand molecules to be 
detected, a detection protocol must amplify this to a much larger signal.

● From Nucleic Detection Protocols to Autonomous Computation
– There are a number of novel methods for doing DNA computation that can be 

viewed as being derived from protocols for detection of DNA.

– Therefore, understanding the variety of detection protocols can provide insight into 
these methods used for DNA computation.



The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

● makes use of DNA polymerase to amplify a strand of 
DNA by repeated replication, using rounds of thermal 
cycling
–  the protocol requires a pair of ‘‘primer’’ DNA strands, which are 

extended by the DNA polymerase



Whiplash PCR: A Method for Local Molecular 
Computation

● Uses a strand of DNA that essentially encodes a ‘‘program’’ 
describing state transition rules of a finite state computing machine
– the strand is comprised of a sequence of ‘‘rule’’ subsequences

– each separated by stopper sequences 

●  On each step of the computation
– The 3' end of the DNA strand has a final sequence encoding a state of the computation

– A computation step is executed when this 3' end hybridizes to a portion of a ‘‘rule’’ 
subsequence, and the action of DNA polymerase extends the 3' end to a further 
subsequence encoding a new state

– Wiplash PCR executes local computation



Whiplash PCR
● Repeated rounds of heating and cooling allow for the execution of a finite state 

transition machine with state transitions ai => bi encoded by the DNA strand sequence
● Cool stage: state transition executed





Isothermal and Autonomous PCR Detection and 
Whiplash PCR
Computation Protocols

● PCR and Whiplash PCR require thermal cycling for 
each step of their protocols

●  isothermal (requiring no thermal cycling) methods
– strand displacement amplification (SDA)

● strands displaced from DNA polymerase are used for the further stages of 
the amplification reaction



Autonomous Molecular Cascades for DNA Detection

● Isothermal, enzyme-free method for highly sensitive detection of a particular DNA 
strand

● This protocol makes a triggered amplification by the hybridization chain reaction
– Multiple copies of two distinct DNA nanostructures T and T’ are added to a test tube

– When ssDNA sequence S is added to the test tube, S initially has a hybridization reaction with a part of T, thus 
exposing a second ssDNA S' that had been previously hidden within the nanostructure of T

– Next, S’ has a hybridization reaction with a part of T’, thus exposing a second copy of S that had been 
previously hidden within the nanostructure of T’, etc.

– A cascade effect occurs completely autonomously

● Such autonomous molecular cascade devices have applications to a variety of 
medical applications,
– where a larger response is required in response to one of the multiple molecular detection events



Autonomous molecular cascade for signal amplification



Autonomous Molecular Transport Devices Self-
assembled from DNA

● Many molecular-scale tasks may require the transport 
of molecules

● A number of tasks that can be done at the molecular 
scale would be considerably aided by an ability to 
transport within and/or along nanostructures
– Example from Nature: the cell using protein motors fueled by ATP



Nonautonomous DNA Motor Devices

● A DNA actuator powered by DNA hybridization (Yurke et al. 2000)
– required some sort of externally mediated changes per work cycle of the device 

● Such as temperature-cycling, addition/elemination of a reagent, etc.

● Almost all of the conventionally scaled motors used by mankind run without 
external mediation

● Almost all natural systems for molecular motors are also autonomous
– Example: the cell's protein motors are all autonomous

● The practical applications of molecular devices requiring externally mediated 
changes per work cycle are quite limited

● It is essential to develop autonomous DNA devices that do not require external 
mediation while executing movements



Autonomous DNA Walkers

● The first autonomous DNA walker was experimentally demonstrated in 
2004 by Yin et al.
– It employed restriction enzymes and ligase

– Initially, a linear DNA nanostructure (the ‘‘road’’) with a series of attached ssDNA strands (the 
‘‘steps’’) is self-assembled

– A fixed-length segment of DNA helix (the ‘‘walker’’) with short sticky ends (its ‘‘feet’’) are 
hybridized to the first two steps of the road.

– Then the walker proceeds to make a sequential movement along the road, where at the start  of 
each step the feet of the walker are hybridized to two further consecutive steps of the road

– Then a restriction enzyme cuts the DNA helix where the backward foot is attached, exposing  a 
new sticky end forming a new replacement foot that can hybridize to the next step that is free

– This design ensures  that there is unidirectional motion forward, along the road.



Autonomous DNA Walkers



Programmable Autonomous DNA Devices: Nanobots

● There are some important applications of these 
autonomous DNA walkers

● However, the potential applications may be vastly 
increased if they can be made to execute 
computations while moving along a DNA 
nanostructure

● Such programmable autonomous DNA walker devices 
will be called ‘‘programmable DNA nanobots’’



Use of Reif and Sahu’s DNA nanobot to execute a 
programmed traversal of a grid DNA nanostructure
● The DNAzyme implementation of the finite state machine
● Programmed traversal of DNA nanostructure grid



Future Challenges for Self-assembled DNA 
Nanostructures

● We need to demomnstrate experimentally:
– Complex, error-free DNA patterning to the scale of, say, at least 10,000 

pixels – as required, say, for a functional molecular electronic circuit for a 
simple processor

– A programmable DNA nanobot autonomously executing a task critical to 
nano-assembly

– An application of self-assembled DNA nanostructures to medical 
diagnosis
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